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                          SECTION OF GNS 212 STUDY QUESTIONS 

1. Which of these names in the middle ages forbade usury (a)Aristotle (b)Karl Marx 

(c)Canon Law (d)Harvey Montgomery 

2. ------------ is the bread and butter of journalism (a)fighting (b)conflict (c)news (d)war 

3. Interest rate is less humane in outlook and ------------ in practice (a)interesting 

(b)exploitative (c)dangerous (d)godly 

4. In the 1980s the rate of poverty in Nigeria was ------------ (a)27.2% (b)11 .5% (c)54.4% 

(d)69.0% 

5. Conflict may not become apparent until a ------------- (a)latent event (b)escalation 

stage (c)triggering event (d) whenever people have different needs 

6. The first full fledge non interest micro finance bank in Nigeria was (a)Musharaka 

microfinance bank in 2010 (b)Faisal bank 2011 (c)Jaiz international bank plc in 2009 

(d)Al Barakah microfinance bank in 2010 

7. All these are transformations in which conventional banks discharge their functions 

except (a)loss and profit transformation (b)risk transformation (c)maturity 

transformation (d)liquidity transformation 

8. In the era of Adam Smith the rates of interest were put at a maximum of (a)5% (b)0% 

(c)6%  (d)10.5% 

9. The capital expenditure on education progressively increased from ---------in 2004 to 

-------- in 2008 (a)₦40.7billion to 126.9billion (b)₦40.18billion to 48.8billion 

(c)₦8.2billion to 29billion (d)₦9.1billion to 48.8billion 

10. Non interest banking can be traced to the establishment of the ----------- savings bank 

in ----------  (a)Faisal Egypt 1948 (b) Jaiz Morocco 1958 (c)Mit Ghamr Egypt 1963 (d)Al 

Barakah Nigeria 2010. 

11. In what year did the CBN issued temporary licenses or Approval-In-Principle (AIP) to 

16 consortiums for mobile money services (a)December 2010 (b)December 2009 

(c)January 1 2013 (d)February 18 2010 

12. Debit cards are linked to local banks accounts while credit cards can be used for 

accessing (a)local and international networks (b)international networks only 

(c)national and international networks (d)local and national networks 

13. Which of these states did CBN chose for the experiment when it introduced cashless 

policy (a)Port Harcourt (b)Abuja (c)Kano (d)Lagos 

14. As financial institutions, microfinance banks are categorized into (a)local, state and 

national (b)unit, state and national (c)state, national and international (d)domestic, 

foreign and worldwide 

15. According to Iganiga 2008, all these include informal microfinance institutions except 

(a)esusu (b)accumulated savings and credit association (c)Lumbung kredit pedesan 

(d)rotating savings and credit associations 

16. For existing and subsequent poverty reduction strategies to work, the government 

and policy makers must first come up with ground works that would (a)provide food 
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for the less privilege (b)identify who the poor are, where they live and why they are 

poor (c)provide asylums for the poor (d)make the people recognise that all man a 

created equal 

17. Media does not set out deliberately to end conflict but through accurate and 

impartial news reporting, media contributes greatly to (a)reducing conflicts 

(b)escalating conflicts (c)stopping conflicts (d)motivating conflicts 

18. Conflict sensitive journalism is a kind of journalism that focuses on (a)promotion of 

violence (b)restoration of peace (c)promotion of violence and restoration of peace 

(d)sensitivity of conflict towards development 

19. As at 2012, the only three banks that have been given license to commence 

operation of non – interest banking are (a)Wema bank, Guarantee trust bank and 

standard chartered bank (b)Standard chartered bank, First bank and Guarantee trust 

bank (c) Guarantee trust bank,  Stanbic IBTC bank and Jaiz bank (d)Jaiz bank, 

standard chartered bank and stanbic IBTC bank 

20. One of these is a financing modes of non – interest banking where one party 

contributes his entrepreneurial efforts while the other provides the capital 

(a)Musharaka (b)Ijara (c)Murabaha (d)Mudharabah  

21. Non – interest banking was introduced in Nigeria in (a)1990 (b)1991 (c)1994 (d)1992 

22. In august 2004, -------------- became the first bank licensed by a non muslim country 

to engage in non – interest banking (a)Bahrain Islamic banking (b)Devon bank in 

Chicago (c)university bank in Ann Arbor (d)the Islamic bank of Britain 

23. The modern term interest is derived from the medieval Latin (a)interesse (b)riba 

(c)usury (d)interestee 

24. Which of these people eliminated interest totally (a)Adam Smith (b)A.V Dicey 

(c)Jeremy Bentham (d)Mit Ghamr 

25. Conflict can be all these except (a)inter-dialogue (b)prevalent (c)intra personal 

(d)interpersonal 

26. Out of about 163million people in Nigeria ---------- are in poverty (a)83.8milliom 

(b)112.4million (c)118.6million (d)46.24million 

27. ------------ is an economic development strategy that focuses on rebuilding and 

restarting local economies by providing needed finances for enterprise creation 

(a)cashless policy (b)microfinance (c)point of sales terminal (POS) (d)non – interest 

banking 

28. One of these is a system of having alternative means of payment to the cash system 

(a)cashless economy (b)point of sales terminal (POS) (c)automated teller machine 

(d)internet banking 

29. Which of these countries had introduced the M – PESA, a small value electronic 

payment and store of value system that is accessible from ordinary mobile phones 

(a)Kenya (b)South Africa (c)Tanzania (d)Ghana 

30. Nigeria remained ----------  among 182 countries in rank in the Human Development 

Index in the 2008 (a)146th (b)138th (c)87th (d)158th 
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31. Since 1946, some of these were fiscal commission appointed to examine Nigeria 

revenue sharing arrangements between 1948 – 1988 except (a)Philipson 1948 

(b)Richard 1956 (c)Raisman 1959 (c)Danjumo 1988 

32. In 1954,------------- granted a larger measure of regional autonomy and this could be 

said to be when full federalism arrived in the Nigeria political scene (a)Macpherson 

constitution (b)Lytletton constitution (b)Macpherson constitution (c)1954 

consttution (d)Clifford constitution  

33. When did Nigeria became a federal state (a)1954 (b)1946 (c)1963 (d)1914 

34. Revenue allocation appears to be over – concentrated in the hands of the (a)federal 

government (b)state government (c)local government (d)regional government 

35. VAT was introduced in (a)1988 (b)1998 (c)1992 (d)1994 

36. The jurisdiction of each tier government are spelt out in the (a)exclusive lists 

(b)concurrent lists (c)residual lists (d)all of the above 

37.  The major options that represent the polar ends that are well known are the ------- 

and --------- arrangements for production, allocation and consumption (a)socialist 

and anarchist (b)anarchist and capitalist (c)feudalist and socialist (d)capitalist and 

socialist 

38. In terms of political arrangements governing the relationships among constituents 

tiers of government of a country, countries of the world can be categorised into 

(a)unitary, presidential and federal (b)federal, state and local (c)unitary, federal and 

co – federal (d)parliament, monarchy and republican 

39. MV=PT, where M is and V is (a)equilibrium of money and variance (b)quantity of 

money and velocity (c)quality of money and variance (d)money and volume 

40. ---------- is similar to mobile banking in that it provides a fast and convenient way of 

performing common banking transaction (a)internet banking (b)electronic card 

banking (c)cashless policy (d)E – commerce banking 

41. For good corporate governance to exist in any organisation, the following elements 

must be there except (a)transparency (b)accountability (c)impunity (d)mutual 

respect 

42. All these are correct about corporate governance except (a)an emerging field of 

knowledge (b)the system by which business are directed and controlled (c)it deals 

with the interrelationship between the management board, shareholders, 

government and other stakeholders (d)a way of making the poor get richer 

43. The Nigerian central government was literally swimming in affluence while its other 

tiers of governments were (a)wallowing in abject poverty (b)swimming in affluence 

(c)struggling to be wealthy (d)striving with poverty 

44. VAT is a new name for  (a)point of sales terminal POS (b)sales tax (c)voucher 

acquitted transactions (d)voluntary automated taxation 

45. In 1995, the allocation formula for the three tiers of government in Nigeria were 

(a)federal 50%, state 25%, local 25% (b)federal 50%, state 30%, local 20% (c)federal 

55%, state 25%, local 20% (d)federal 50%, state 35%, local 15% 
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46. All these are ways in which Nigerian fiscal federalism experience had been examined 

except (a)expenditure assignment (b)tax types and jurisdiction (c)constitutional 

development (d)fiscal autonomy of tiers of government 

47. In 1994, sales tax, to which states hitherto had 100% right, was replaced by Value 

Added Tax (VAT) and which is to federally collect. Today, federal government has 

right to ----------- of this revenue (a)50% (b)45% (c)35% (d)30% 

48.  Interest rate has led to all these except (a)financial immaturity  (b)financial exclusion 

(c)low financial depth (d)poor access to financial services 

49. The modern term interest is derived from the medieval Latin interesse which means 

all these except (a)non – usurious loan (b)an agreed percentage on loan (c)penalty 

for default on loan (d)penalty for a late payment on a loan 

50. All  these banks offers Islamic banking products in the United States except (a)the 

HSBC (b)university bank in Ann Arbor (c)Devon bank in Chicago (d) the American 

International bank 

51. Non – Interest Bank is growing at a rate of ------------ per year (a)5-12% (b)10-15% 

(c)10-20% (d)15-25% 

52. The BOFID allows the setting up of banks on the basis of profit and loss sharing mode 

with a  minimum paid up share capital of (a)₦50million (b)₦10million 

(c)₦25million (d)₦100million 

53. In which year did the Central Bank of Nigeria provided the Non – Interest Banking 

framework (a)2009 (b)2007 (c)1991 (d)2010 

54. JAIZ International bank PLC was licensed in  (a)2012 (b)2002 (c)2004 (d)2009 

55. ----------- is a sale and lease – back of asset generally for a long period (a)Musharaka 

(b)Istisna (c) Sukuk (d)Ijara 

56. The rate of regional variation of poverty in Nigeria in 2010 was (a)North – west 70%, 

south – south 49. 9%, south west 48.3% (b)North – west70%, south – south 58.5%, 

south – west 42.6% (c)North – west 70%,  south – south 55.9%, south – west 49.3% 

(d)North – west 70%, south – south 52.7%, south – west 43.6% 

57. The reasons for the failure of the poverty reduction programmes in Nigeria are all 

these except (a)nepotism (b)political patronage (c)rent seeking (d)inability to control 

birth production 

58. All these are stages of conflict except (a)deteriorating conflict stage (b)latent conflict 

stage (c) conflict escalation stage (d)de – escalation stage 

59. According to Charles Dana, news is all these except (a)if a man bites a dog 

(b)anything that interest a larger part of the community and had never been brought 

to their attention (c)what a person heard on the air (d)the report of an unusual 

event 

60. The Shagamu conflict when newspapers and television showed the pictures of dead 

bodies, believed to be Hausas, loaded in trucks being taken to mortuary is relevant 

to (a)conflict is bread and butter of journalism (b)news is anything that interest a 
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large part of the community and has never been brought to their attention (c)images 

tell a more compelling story than words (d)none of the above 

61. One of the following is true about news (a)news is information about a break from 

the normal flow of events, an interruption in the expected (b)news is the timely 

account of an interesting event which the public must know (c) news is what the 

newspapers print in their news columns and what the radio and television broadcast 

on their news programmes (d)all of the above 

62. ------------ is also referred to generally as such informal and formal arrangement 

offering financial services to the poor (a)cashless policy (b)microfinance (c)non – 

interest banking (d)corporate governance  

63. Credit unions are classified into (a)open bond and closed bond (b)open credit and 

closed credit (c)open unions and closed unions (d)open loans and closed loans 

64. The most dominant of the microfinance institution is all these except (a)esusu 

(b)adashi (c)rotating savings and credit associations (ROSCAs) (d)accumulated 

savings and credit associations (ASCRAs) 

65. An economy theoretical construct which consumers purchase goods and services by 

credit card or electronic funds transfer, without the use of cash is (a)Automated 

Teller Machine (b)cashless economy (c)point of sales terminal (d) all of the above 

66. When did the federal government of Nigeria through the PPPRA announced the total 

removal of subsidy (a)18th of April 2011 (b)19th 0f December 2011 (c)1st of December 

2011 (d)1st of January 2012 

67. The attainment of transparent and accountable corporate governance in Nigeria is a 

collective responsibility of (a)all stake holders of business only (c) all government 

agencies only (c)all stakeholders of business and government (d) all persons in the 

society, all stakeholders of business and government 

68.  All these are important disciplines of check and balances except (a)directors 

discipline (b)self discipline (c)market discipline (d)regulatory discipline 

69. ------------ is a human capital and is considered as competitive advantage by the 

organisation (a)careful management (b)shareholders communication (c)talented 

workforce (d)directors 

70. All these are important of good corporate governance except (a)stability of stock 

prices (b)improved shareholder communication (c)capital and improved technology 

leads to success (d)training of directors 

71. The design of subsidy programs needs to take into account a number of factors 

except (a)market price support (b)political acceptability (c)leakage of benefits to 

households outside the target group (d)cost effectiveness 

72. One of these is true about corporate governance (a)corporate governance is about 

promoting corporate fairness, transparency and accountability (b)a culture that has a 

common understanding of the roles of management (c)it is about people doing not 

just what the rules say but about what are right (d)a, b, c 
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73. The survival of an enterprise and the need to protect the interest of stakeholders 

from negative consequences of corporate failures calls for the adoption of (a)good 

people (b)good corporate governance (c)good leaders (d)good administration 

management 

74. In the Nigerian   fiscal federalism, the federal government is collecting --------- of the 

total Nigerian government revenue as an implication for the fiscal autonomy of 

lower tiers of government (a)93.3% (b)69.7% (c)50% (d)43% 

75. ----------- is a partnership contract between two or more parties each contributing 

capital. Any profit or loss is shared according to agreed ratio (a)Musharakah 

(b)Mudharabah (c)Murabahah (d)Ijara 

76. Subsidy could be defined as all these except (a)payment made by government to a 

firm or household with the intention of reducing the cost of factor(s) of production 

or goods and services (b)a measure that provides to a firm or household in the 

private sector a financial advantage that is linked with buying and selling goods and 

services or factor or production (c)the deduction of price by a producer 

(d)government action that lowers the cost of energy production 

77. The different types of production subsidy are all these except (a)corrective subsidy 

(b)export subsidy (c)ad valorem subsidy (d)pigovian or wage subsidy 

78. Difficult periods of an underdeveloped economic system in Nigeria are characterised 

by all these except (a)capitalist and socialist economic system (b)disagreement 

between board members and management (c)fraudulent and self – serving practices 

among members of the bard, management and staff (d)ineffective board oversight 

functions 

79. One of these has come to stay as a veritable concept needed to achieve efficiency, 

increased productivity and economic growth and development in Nigeria (a)mass 

media (b)corporate governance (c)Nigeria fiscal federalism (d)cashless economy 

80. One of these is correct about challenges of corporate governance in Nigeria 

(a)absence of code of conduct by most Nigerian organisation (b)little awareness 

about the concept of corporate governance (c)the inefficiencies of the government 

bureaucratic process (d)all of the above 

81. -------- view is directed towards the improvement of owner’s interest (a) a & b 

(b)Anglo-American (c)non-Anglo American (d)careful management 

82. Which of these encourages the social welfare of society (a)stock prices stability 

(b)Anglo – American view (c)non – Anglo American view (d)none of the above 

83. One of these shows the level of risks for investment (a)stock prices stability (b)check 

and balances (c)improved shareholder communication (d)training of directors 

84. Which of the following is false (a)the ability of a company to attract and hold good 

people is imperative for its success (b)more capital and improved technology leads 

to success (c)human factor is the most important factor that makes a difference for 

organisation progress (d)the long life of an organisation is dependent on the 

availability of people with different skills, knowledge, values and beliefs 
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85. ---------- are the major integral part of an organisation (a)directors (b)managers 

(c)chairman (d)talented workforce 

86. Every organisation has various stakeholders except (a)producers (b)customers 

(c)suppliers (d)employees 

87. All these includes values of good corporate governance except (a)the sense of right 

and wrong (b)efficient and effective use of resources (c)mutual respect 

(d)recognition of the government as the only entity that can use force to maintain 

public order and national security 

88. Many companies have failed because all these except (a)ownership is separated 

from management (b)directors are too busy with their personal schedules to check 

the excess of management (c)lack of funds (d)some CEO manipulates the board into 

ratifying their decision 

89. Which of these if incorrect about principles and practices that are essential for sound 

corporate governance in an organisation (a)the role of the auditors must be fully 

appreciated (b)adequate financial disclosure (c)over – bearing influence of majority 

shareholders should be discouraged (d)investors must receive a fair return 

90. The three major functions often assigned to the public sector are all these except 

(a)stabilization (b)corporate governance (c)allocation (d)distribution 

91. Nigeria currently has how many local government (a)744 (b)765 (c)756 (d)250 

92. The concept of interest in the contemporary time has its wide condemnation root 

since the (a)late 16th century (b)early 16th century (c)late 18th century (d)early 18th 

century 

93. --------- is a sale contract involving the bank selling an asset to a customer at a cost 

plus margin (a)Sukuk (b)Musharakah (c)Murabahah (d)Istisna 

94. Whenever people have different needs, values or interest is the (a)latent conflict 

stage (b)conflict escalation (c)de – escalation stage (d)manifest stage 

95. If the pain of continuing the conflict exceeds that of maintaining the confrontation, 

the parties are in  (a)stalemate (b)formation (c)hurting stalemate (d)potential 

settlement 

96. A situation in which neither side can win in conflict escalation is (a)re – escalation 

stage (b)stalemate (c)hurting stalemate (d)dispute settlement 

97. The tension and violence experienced during the shari’a launch in Zamfara state was 

(a)due to the compliance of non Muslim who live in Zamfara (b)editorial contents of 

some news papers and magazines (c) introduction of shari’a (d) all of thenabove 

98. The process of approaching conflict from holistic perspective is what Ramsbothan, 

Wood house and Miall (2005) call (a)conflict mapping (b)formation (c)manifest stage 

(d)re – escalation 

99. Conflict sensitive journalism was developed from the (a)1970 Johan Galtung’s peace 

journalism initiative (b)Wehr’s 1929 peace journalism initiative (c)all of the above 

(d)none of the above 
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100. All these are things to consider when covering conflicts except (a)understand the stage 

of conflict first (b)understand what is going on (c)where are you getting your fact 

(d)contributing to conflict escalation 

                         ANSWERS TO GNS212 STUDY QUESTIONS SECTION ONE 

1.c 2.b 3.b 4.a 5.c 6.d 7.a 8.a 9.d 10.c 11.a 12.a 13.d 14.b 15.c 16.b 

17.a 18.b 19.d 20.d 21.b 22.d 23.a 24.c 25.a 26.b 27.b 28.a 29.a 30.d 

31.b 32.b 33.a 34.a 35.d 36.d 37.d 38.c 39.b 40.a 41.c 42.d 43.a 44.b 

45.a 46.c 47.c 48.a 49.b 50.d 51.b 52.a 53.a 54.c 55.d 56.c 57d 58.a 

59.c 60.c 61.d 62.b 63.a 64.d 65.b 66.d 67.c 68.a 69.c 70.c 71.a 72.d 

73.b 74.a 75.a 76.c 77.c 78.a 79.b 80.d 81.b 82.c 83.a 84.b 85.a 86.a 

87.c 88.c 89.d 90.b 91.b 92.b 93.c 94.a 95.c 96.b 97.b 98.a 99.a 

100.d 

 

                                  

                             SECTION TWO OF GNS212 STUDY QUESTIONS 

1. The best thing the government can do on petroleum subsidy is (a)liberalize market 

without removing subsidy (b)remove subsidy without liberalizing the market (c)if 

subsidy removal is implemented alongside liberalisation of market (d)a & c 

2. Subsidy removal without liberalization of the downstream oil sector will help the 

(a)cabal (b)consumers (c)a & b (d) all of the above 

3. Sufficient increase in ------------- will erode importation and consequently subsidy will 

automatically disappear (a)foreign supply (b)domestic and foreign supply 

(c)domestic supply (d)liberalization of market 

4. Institution of interest rate has worsened financial exclusion because (a)it is highly 

exploitative (b)it is morally and religiously detestable (c)a & b (d)all of the above 

5. The formation of different association of journalist and segregation into Northern 

and Southern press axis (a)must be established (b)are not helping matters (c)are 

helping matters (d)none of the above 

6. The ideal which most journalists often ignore is (a)latent conflict stage (b)conflict 

mapping (c)conflict sensitive journalism (d)b & c 

7. All these are characteristics of sensitive journalist except (a)applies conflict analysis 

and searches for new voices and new ideas about the conflict (b)takes no sides, but 

engaged in the search of solutions (c)chooses their words as  they wish (d)abhors  

only reporting what divides the sides in conflict 
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8. Bad media coverage may help (a)ignite sectarian conflict (b)ignite conflict 

relationship (c)the journalist with bread and butter (d)to promote the journalist 

9. All these depicts the extent of poverty in Nigeria except (a)per capita income 

(b)leader (c)access to education (d)life expectancy at birth 

10. The strategies for poverty reduction in Nigeria are grouped into all these except 

(a)the Pre – SAP era (b)the SAP era (c)the Republican era (d)the Democratic era 

11. Enhancing food security for Nigeria requires strategies and policies that will tackle 

the problems of all these except (a)food availability (b)food production (c)food 

accessibility (d)food adequacy 

12. The directorate of Food, Roads and Rural Infrastructure (DIFRRI) was established in --

------, National Land Development Authority (NALDA) was established in ------ and the 

Fadama Development Project was introduced in ---------- (a)1986, 1992, 1992 

(b)1992, 1986, 1989 (c)1973, 1975, 1976 (d)1986, 1992, 2000 

13. During the period 1970 – 1979, the average annual deficit in per capita daily calories 

intake was --------. Within 1980 – 1989 it was ----------. By 2006, it was --------- 

(a)24.4%, 23.58%, 11.34% (b)11.34%, 23.58%, 24.4% (c)34.4%, 24.11%, 11.58% 

(d)11.58%, 24.11%, 34.4% 

14. ---------- is a major cause of children mortality (a)malnutrition (b)poverty (c)hunger 

(d)all of the above 

15. One of these led to the neglect of the agricultural sector (a)bad governance 

(b)selfishness (d)attainment of independence (d)discovery of oil 

16. Nigeria is today a net importer of food with --------- of her total population hungry 

(a)over 30% (b)most (c)about 40% (d)52.54% 

17. ----------- is describe as an understanding of the origins, nature, dynamics and 

possibilities for resolution of conflict (a)conflict journalism (b)conflict mapping 

(c)conflict sensitive (d)conflict education 

18. The provision of financial services that may include credit, savings, insurance and 

payment services that are intended to benefit low-income earners is (a)banking 

(b)ATM (c)esusu (d)microfinance 

19. Lumbung Kredit Pedesaan Indonesia is an example of (a)closed – bond credit (b)open 

– bond credit (c)a & b (d)all of the above 

20. The most important challenges associated with lending to the poor are all these 

except (a)illiteracy (b)moral hazard (c)hidden in information (d)absence of credit 

history 

21. The aim of the CBN in pushing cashless economy are all these except (a)to create 

more efficient ways of payment (b)to stabilize money (c)to cut down on costs of 

producing and maintaining the naira (d)to track movement of funds 

22. Who was the governor of central bank of Nigeria 2005 – 2009 (a)Professor Charles 

Soludo (b)Mr Akinwunmi Adesanya (c)Sanusi Lamido Sanusi (d)Clement Isong 

23. The services covered under mobile banking include all these except (a)opening of a 

new account (b)changing of password (c)account enquiry (d)bill payment 
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24. These are linked to the four key players that influence an economy except 

(a)consumers (b)merchants (c) government (d)household 

25. ----------- is essentially about allocation of government expenditures and resources 

among the tiers of government (a)tax (b)fiscal federalism (c)resource allocation (d)all 

of the above 

26. Nigeria became a single political entity in (a)1963 (b)1999 (c)1914 (d)1960 

27. ----------- refers to the investor’s ability to vote their shares ( a)stock price stability 

(b)stakeholders (c)shareholders communication (d)shareholders management 

28. Goodwill and market reputation can be improved through all these tactics excluding 

(a)marketing (b)financing (c)corporate social responsibility (d)strong relationship 

with the stakeholders 

29. The first major challenge an individual will likely face trying to doing business in 

Nigeria is (a)transportation challenge (b)infrastructural challenge (c)inadequate 

security (d)lack of government support 

30. Developing a vision is definitely a business challenge because a businessman must 

sometimes assume the role of (a)developer (b)sorcerer (c)business mogul (d)all of 

the above 

31. To start a new business, what comes to mind (a)the form of business to start 

(b)capital to start business (c)the business environment to operate in (d)a & c 

32. The dominant form of business organisation is (a)partnership (b)sole proprietorship 

(c)limited liability companies (d)a & b 

33. Scholhammer and Kuriloff 1979 identified all these as causes of business failure 

except (a)lack of planning (b)lack of effective planning (c)poor location and 

management (d)inexperience or inadequate managerial competence 

34. --------- can be regarded as major ingredient for the success of any business 

operation (a)experience (b)qualification (d)capital (d)planning 

35. One of these is a situation where you have too much money chasing too few goods 

(a)deflation (b)inflation and exchange rate (c)cash policy (d)a & c 

36. Liquid capital refers to (a)cash (b)natural resources (b)foreign money (d)liquidation 

37. The external environments can be classified into all these except (a)technological 

environment (b)legal and political environment (c)regulatory environment (d)social 

environment 

38. Economic environment include all these except (a)fiscal policy (b)economic growth 

(c)interest rate (d)exchange rate and inflation rate 

39. All these includes benchmark for assessing business environment except (a)business 

development support (b)regulatory services (c)human security (d)technology 

40. All state in Nigeria have always touted their commitment to attract investors 

(a)nationally (b)locally (c)from foreign countries (d)b & c 

41. NAFPP 1973 means (a)National Food Production Programme (b)National Farm 

Production Projects (c)Nigeria Farmers Production Programme (d)Nigeria Farm 

Production Projects 
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42. RBDA 1977 means (a)River Basin Development Association (b)River Benue 

Development Association (c)River Basin Development Authority (d)Rainfall Basin 

Development Authority 

43. In what year was Agricultural Development Project (ADB) and Operation Feed the 

Nation (OFN) established (a)1976, 1975 (b)1977, 1979 (c)1975, 1976 (d)1973, 1975 

44. The Directorate of Food, Road and Rural Infrastructure (DIFRRI) was established in ---

---, National Land Development Authority (NALDA) in ---------- and the Fadama 

Development Project was introduced in (a)1986, 1992 and 1992 (b)1992, 1986 amd 

1992 (c)1992, 1992 and 1986 (d)1992, 1986 and 1996 

45. The number of hungry people in Nigeria is put at (a)over 53million about 30% of its 

population (b)50million and 60million (c) 45%of its population (d)25million and 

30miilion 

46. In 2006, about ---------- children are said to be malnourished in Nigeria (a)2million 

(b)3million (c)6million (d)11million 

47. The fortunes of agriculture started to dwindle with the advent of (a)palm oil 

exportation (b)cocoa (c)commercial oil exploration (d)attainment of independence 

48. The World food crisis of --------- brought the issue of food insecurity to the fore at the 

world food conference (a)1914 – 1919 (b)1939 – 1945 (c)1972 – 1974 (d)1999 – 2000 

49. All these are factors that established causes of food insecurity in Nigeria except 

(a)illiteracy (b)the consequences of political, ethnic and religious crisis (c)mounting 

debt problems in 1980s and 1990s (d)rising cost of farm inputs 

50. All these are the three major aspects to food insecurity excluding (a)food inadequacy 

(b)food inaccessibility (c)lack of food storage (d)food non – availability 

51.  In 2009, the public expenditure decline in the CPI score to (a)2.5% (b)2.7% (c)2.20% 

(d)1.90% 

52. In terms of corruption in the public sector as measured by the CPI score, Nigeria 

recorded it all time highest CPI score in (a)2007 (b)2008 (c)2010 (d)2002 

53. The annual growth rate of federal expenditure ranges between -------- and ---------

between year 2000 and 2010 (a)4.78%, 1.46% (b)0.01%, 45.12% (c)23.46%, 26.36% 

(d)1.46%, 29.71% 

54. Any business that fails to meet the need of its customer is bound to  (a)attain 

success (b)promote or lose (c)risk its product (d)fail 

55. ---------- exists when all people do not have physical, social and economic access to 

sufficient, safe and nutritious food that meets their dietary needs and food 

preferences for an active and healthy life all time (a)food unavailability (b)food 

insecurity (c)food security (d)food inflation 

56. In what years did food suddenly appeared to be in short supply on world markets 

(a)following the second world war (b)before the second world war (c)1967 – 1970 (d) 

1972 -1974 
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57. Reducing the number of under nourished people by half by 2015 is an important 

item of (a)corrupt perceptive index (b)millennium development goals (c)world food 

summit agenda (d)global development agency for food and nutrition 

58. The vulnerable people more likely to food insecurity are all these except (a)marginal 

population (b)dependant population (c)the northerners (d)a & b 

59. Hunger and malnutrition are major causes of deprivation and suffering targeted by 

all other (a)millennium development goals (b)world food summit (c)a & b (d)none of 

the above 

60. Food insecurity may also result in all these severe consequences except (a)social 

(b)psychological (c)behavioural (d)religious 

61. The place of agriculture in the development and growth of the Nigeria economy was 

summarised in the (a)technical reports of the committee on vision 2020 (b)world 

food summit agenda (c)millennium development  goals (d)agricultural development 

project  

62. What was the mainstay of the pre – independence Nigeria (a)crude oil (b)cocoa 

(c)agriculture (d)trading 

63. Despite the huge resources from oil, Nigeria is characterised by all these except 

(a)threat of hunger (b)high rate of youth unemployment (c)high food import (d)bad 

governance 

64. One of these is not among the factors that continued to affect food availability and 

accessibility in Nigeria (a)inflation and demand from neighbouring countries (b)food 

exportation (c)population growth (d)urbanization and change of food preference 

65. According to All Farmers Association of Nigeria, the country’s food importation bill 

hits (a)₦4.2 trillion (b)₦4.2billion (c)₦2.4billion (d)₦24billion 

66. ---------- is an area begging for attention for the growth and development of Nigeria 

(a)crude oil (b)trading (c)agriculture (d)mining 

67. Challenges that come with starting a new business involves all these except (a)board 

of management (b)complex operations (c)financial outlays (d)psychological 

imprisonment 

68. In Nigeria the most forms of business organisations include all these exclude  

(a)corporate limited (b)sole proprietorship (c)limited liability companies 

(d)partnership 

69. The forces that impact on the business are regarded as its (a)promotion 

(b)environments (c)managements (d)all of the above 

70. Examples of economic factors that have an impact on business decision include 

these except (a)price levels  and productivity levels (b)government tax and fiscal 

policy (c)customers (d)management 

71. Every business organisation need (a)capital (b)real capital (c)liquid capital (d)all of 

the above 

72. One of these business environment comprises the attitudes, desires, expectation, 

level of intelligence and education, beliefs and customs of a particular group or 
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society (a)social environment (c)technological environment (c)economic 

environment (d)political and legal environment 

73. EFCC means (a)economic and financial crimes commission (b)economic and other 

financial crimes commission (c)economics and finances crimes commission 

(d)economic and financial crimes corporation 

74. ICPC means (a)inspecting corruption practices commission (b)independent 

corruption planning committee (c)independent crimes practices committee 

(d)independent corruption practices and other related offences commission 

75. All these are retinues that was set up to monitor high level of corruption in the 

public services, pension public procurement, privatization except (a)corruption 

perceptive index (b)bureau of price monitoring and intelligence unit (c)national 

council on public procurement (d)public procurement bureau 

76.  ----------- means acquisition by purchase, rental, lease hire purchase, licence, 

tenancy, franchise or any type of works, services or supplies or any combination of 

these, directly or indirectly by the government, its ministries, departments or 

agencies (a)public procurement (b)corporate governance (c)public administration 

(d)fiscal federalism 

77. Every organisation has (a)internal environment (b)external environment (c)internal 

and external environment (d)all of the above 

78. Business operates in (a)internal environment (b)external environment 

(c)environments (d) shops, houses and offices 

79. Government budget is often conceived as (a)common pool (b)free resources (c)a & b 

(d)government resources 

80. The outcome of Public Procurement Regulation Act and Public Expenditure 

Management is to ensure all these except (a)fiscal discipline (b)strategic allocation of 

public resources (c)promote the government generally (d)significant reduction in the 

cost of conducting government business in the country 

81. The problem facing Health Care and Health Care Policies in Nigeria necessitated the 

establishment of (a)NAFDAC (b)NHIS (c)FMOH (d)HFA 

82. The challenges and obstacles which the Health Care and Health Care Policies in 

Nigeria have encountered include all the except (a)political crises (b)illiteracy (c)too 

much diseases (d)military rules 

83. It is obvious that 70% of diseases prevailing in Nigeria are --------- in nature (a)mental 

(b)psychological (c)physical (d)psychosocial 

84. The health policy in which the federal government embarked on at solving financial 

problem confronting the health care sector in Nigeria was the establishment of the 

(a)health for all (b)National Health Insurance Scheme (c)NAFDAC (d)NADPHCA 

85. The National Health Policy based on the goal ‘’health for all’’ in 1987 recognised a 3 

tier system of health care which are all these excluding (a)governmental health care 

(b)secondary health care (c)primary health care (d)tertiary health care 
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86. Over the years, all these include various policies that have been put in place in order 

to improve health sector in Nigeria except (a)Basic Health Social Scheme (b)Primary 

Health Care (c)Western and Traditional health care integration (d)World Health 

Organisation 

87. One of these is not among the objectives for putting in place various health care 

policies (a)to ensure every Nigerian has access to good health care services (b)to 

ensure efficiency in health care services and delivery (c)to meet the World Health 

Organisation’s recommendation (d)to improve and harness private sector 

participation in the provision of health care services 

88. To a layman, being healthy means (a)freedom from disease and sickness (b)having a 

physiological balance of freedom from mentally defined diseased and disability (c)a 

state of complete physical, mental and social well being (d)all of the above 

89. Determinants of health are all these except (a)social health (b)spiritual health 

(c)physical health (d)natural health 

90. --------- has to do with the ability to think coherently and clearly (a)physical health 

(b)natural health (c)mental health (d)social health 

91. The overall fiscal deficit as % share of federal government spending ranged between 

-------- in 2008 and -------- in 2002 (a)1.46, 29.71or60 (b)4.78, 1.46 (c)0.57, 0.20 

(d)23.46, 29.71 

92. What is adopted when the goods and services are for emergency situation that 

require urgent supply of goods and services where following the due process would 

result in undue delay (a)emergency supply (b)direct procurement (c)emergency 

procurement (d)direct supply 

93. Which of these procurement method for goods, services and works would all bidders 

be given equal and simultaneous opportunities at every stage of the bidding 

(a)special bidding (b)strategic bidding (c)open competitive bidding (d)special and 

restricted tendering 

94. The approach used where  only particular supplier has the exclusive right to the 

supply of the goods or services to be procured and no suitable alternative is available 

is (a)direct procurement (b)indirect procurement (c)emergency procurement 

(d)none of the above 

95. When a procuring entity is constrained by some circumstances to involve 

competitive bidding is (a)request for quotation (b)open bidding (c)special and 

restricted tendering (d)direct procurement 

96. The Procurement Act identifies these methods of procurements for goods, services 

and works except (a)open competitive bidding (b)special and restricted tendering 

(c)a & b (d)certificate of no objection 

97. When the goods, services or works involved in a procurement are available from 

limited number of suppliers or contractors, it refers to (a)competitive bidding 

(b)special and restricted tendering approach (c)tender board (d)certificate of no 

objection 
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98. The conduct of procurement is the sole responsibility of the (a)Procuring entity 

(b)Bureau of Public Procurement (c)Public Procurement Regulation (d)National 

Council on Public Procurement 

99. Rules and regulations, provisions of guidelines and issuing of Certificate of Objection 

for the conduct of procurement are the responsibilities of (a)Procuring entity and 

Bureau of Public Procurement (b)National Council on Public Procurement and 

Bureau of Public Procurement (c)a & b (d)all of the above 

100. Challenges of doing business in Nigeria are all these except (a)lack of 

government support (b)inadequate security (c)inconsistent government policies 

(d)non availability of capital  

                                               ANSWERS TO SECTION TWO 

1.a 2.a 3.c 4.d 5.b 6.b 7.c 8.a 9.b 10.c 11.b 12.a 13.a 14.a 15.d 16.a 17.b 18.d 

19.b 20.a 21.b 22.a 23.a 24.d 25.b 26.c 27.c 28.b 29.b 30.b 31.d 32.b 33.c 34.d 

35.b 36.a 37.c 38.a 39.d 40.d 41.a 42.c 43.c 44.a 45a 46.c 47.c 48.c 49.a 50.c 

51.a 52.b 53.b 54.d 55.b 56.d 57.c 58.c 59.a 60.d 61.a 62.c 63.d 64.b 65.a 66.c 

67.a 68.a 69.b 70.d 71.d 72.a 73.a 74.d 75.a 76.a 77.d 78.c 79.c 80.c 81.a 82.c 

83.d 84.b 85.a 86.d 87.c 88.a 89.d 90.c 91.a 92.c 93.c 94.a 95.d 96.d 97.b 98.a 

99.b 100.d 

 

                             SECTION THREE OF GNS 212 STUDY QUESTIONS 

1. In 2007, Nigeria displayed a very high level of  lack of healthiness in terms of 

HIV/AIDS with -------- HIV victims, ---------- death from HIV/AIDS and ---------- adult 

prevalence (a)4.2million, 312, 000, 7.5% (b)2.3million, 700,000, 5.3% (c)3.6million, 

310, 000, 2.5% (d)4.2million, 700,000, 2.5% 

2. In 2007, Cameroon had 100,000 cases of HIV/AIDS, ---------- death and 15.9% adult 

prevalence (a)82,000 (b)24, 000 (c)34,347 (d)63,824 

3. Sub – Sahara Africa, with less than 11% of the world’s population, has more than ----- 

of all HIV infected people (a)35% (b)72% (c)70% (d)60% 

4. Housing is considered a process and (a)something that is static (b)not something that 

is static (c)something immobile (d)something that needs statistics 

5. A more realistic scheme for the low income earners which should be adopted by 

financial houses and other agencies is the provision of (a)estate (b)mortgage (c)a & b 

(d)all of the above 

6. For housing to perform its roles effectively, it has to provide all these except 

(a)housing (b)security (c)comfort (d)healthy environment for all ages and classes 
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7. ---------- has a role to play in the popularization of local building materials 

(a)government (b)educational institutions (c)building research institute (d)a, b & c 

8. UNAID estimates for 2002 revealed that ---------- people are infected with HIV/AIDS 

worldwide, over --------- of who are Sub – Saharan Africa (a)54million, 60% 

(b)41million, 60% (c)41million, 70% (d)54million, 70% 

9. The onset of HIV/AIDS epidemics in West Africa began in (a)1977 (b)1985 (c)1986 

(d)1978 

10. In what year did HIV/AIDS reached Nigeria and Togo (a)1987 (b)1986,1987 (c)1986, 

1988 (d)1986 

11. All these West Africa countries are where HIV/AIDS were reported in 1985 except 

(a)Ghana (b)Nigeria (c)Senegal (d)Cameroon 

12. All these countries received HIV/AIDS epidemic in 1989 except (a)Carpe Verde 

(b)Gambia (c)Guinea Bissau (d)Guinea 

13. Recent study of housing situation in Nigeria put existing housing stock at --------- per 

1,000 habitants (a)123 (b)213 (c)23 (d)45 

14. In 2006, the ministry of housing and urban development indicated that ---------- 

housing units will be needed to shelter all Nigerians (a)700,000 (b)2million 

(c)10million (d)15million 

15. In Lagos, the Lagos state ministry of housing estimates the state annual housings 

needs to be --------- housing units (a)124,000 (b)334,000 (c)126,500 (d)224,000 

16. An important aspect of the location of houses is ----------- factor (a)social (b)economic 

(c)religious (d)environmental 

17. Problems affecting housing in urban centres are all these except (a)shortage of 

housing supply (b)dilapidated traditional housing conditions (c)natural increase 

within urban centres (d)increasing of poverty 

18. What occurs when a large family or household occupies a unit not commensurate 

with the size of the family or the household (a)overcrowding (b)slums (c)over 

population (d)mortality 

19. Housing should include consideration of all these except (a)occupancy 

rate(b)building of estates (c)facilities (d)consideration of privacy 

20. When was National Agency for Food and Drugs Administration and Control 

(NAFDAC) established (a)1991 (b)1993 (c)1999 (d)2001 

21. What type of cells must the immune system have to fight disease which HIV finds 

and destroy (a)T cell (b)white blood cell (c)CD4 cell (d)all of the above 

22. What gives the human bodies the ability to fight infections (a)respiratory system 

(b)immune system (c)metabolic system (d)osmosis system 

23. Scientifically, the type of HIV that almost entirely confined to West Africa is (a)HIV-1 

(b)HIV-A (c)HIV-2 (d)HIV-1&2 

24. A situation where an income earner will prefer to be nearer to his working place 

because of transportation cost implied by house-work-separation is (a)housing 

accessibility (b)housing space (c)housing location (d)occupancy rate 
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25. --------- is expressed as the number of persons per room (a)occupancy rate 

(b)housing space (c)overcrowding (d)visual satisfaction 

26. Symptoms of HIV infection can be categorized into (a)early symptom (b)later 

symptom (c)middle symptoms (d)a & b 

27. ----------- has been shown to increase the risk of vertical transmission by up to 20% 

(a)breastfeeding (b)unprotected sexual intercourse (c)sharing contaminated blood 

(d)none of the above 

28. In the developed countries, the ways in which the interventionist reduce vertical 

transmission include all these except (a)CD4 operation (b)use of antiretroviral agent 

(c)delivery by caesarean section (d)avoidance of breastfeeding 

29. HIV is primarily found in all these except (a)semen (b)blood (c)vaginal secretion or 

fluid (d)casual kissing 

30. HIV was first identified in United States in  (a)1971 (b)1981 (c)1982 (d)1948 

31. Scientist reported that the original source of the virus of HIV-1, the virus responsible 

for the global AIDS pandemic was from the subspecies of (a)monkey (b)dog (c)horse 

(d)chimpanzee 

32. The interrelationship between HIV/AIDS and the host immune system is the basis of -

--------- of HIV disease (a)deoxyribonucleic acid (b)ribonucleic (c)pathogenesis 

(d)glycoprotein 

33. The host cellular receptor that is recognised by HIV surface glycoprotein is the -------- 

molecule, which defines the cell population that is susceptible to infection (a)CD4 

(b)DNA (c)RNA (d)CCR5 

34. If housing is to satisfy the fundamental physiological and psychological needs of its 

consumers, all these are to be sought except (a)encouragement of use of local 

building materials (b)the enforcement of building codes (c)housing construction 

(d)consideration for housing designs and culture and provision of housing to low 

income earners at affordable costs 

35. The most commonly considered location characteristics of housing is (a)visualisation 

(b)occupancy (c)accessibility (d)all of the above 

36. A situation where the use of essential domestic facilities are shared by more than a 

family in dwelling unit is (a)lack of housing facilities (b)housing inaccessibility 

(c)shortage housing supply (d)housing sub – standard 

37. Problems associated with high density housing units according to studies include all 

these excluding (a)high mortality (b)poverty (c)spread of communicable disease 

(d)fertility in delinquency rates 

38. The important factors when considering the size of interior space of a household are 

(a)a household space has to be large enough to take in furniture and at the same 

time allow for easy movement (b)a & c (c)visual satisfaction (d)all of the above 

39. Housing privacy can be all these except (a)social in nature (b)physical in nature 

(c)acoustic in nature (d)olfactory in nature  
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40. The reason for urban housing demand are attributable to all these except (a)desire 

to be literate (b)the desire for urban living (c)employment opportunity 

(d)consumption opportunities 

41. Housing privacy according to Pedersen (1999), is represented by the desire of all 

these except (a)to maintain solitude (b)isolation anonymity (c)reserve and intimacy 

with friends and family (d)to be free from neighbourly disturbance 

42. The inadequacy in the number of houses in population in the cities has resulted to 

(a)overcrowding (b)poverty (c)slum conditions (d)a & c 

43. It is obvious that over 70% of diseases prevalence in Nigeria are ------------ in nature 

(a)psychological (b)psychosocial (c)a & b (d)economical 

44. The nature of diseases in Nigeria are associated with all these except (a)hunger 

(b)poverty (c)lack of health orientation (d)water – borne and air – borne diseases 

45. Who chaired the committee that advised the government on the desirability of 

health insurance in Nigeria and recommended its adoption (a)Professor Olikoye 

Ransome Kuti (b)Prof Diejomoah (c)Prof A. O Lucas (d)Admiral Patric Koshoni 

46. When was the regulatory oversight on Health Maintenance Organisation (HMOs) 

scheme officially launched (a)1975 (b)1984 (c)1999 (d)2005 

47. Who was the minister of health in 1984 (a)Prof Olikoye Ransome Kuti (b)Dr 

Emmanuel Nsan (c)Admiral Patric Koshoni (d)Prof Diejomoah 

48. All these are once Nigeria’s minister of health except (a)Admiral Patric Koshoni 

(b)Prof Olikoye Ransome Kuti (c)Prof Diejomoah (d)Dr Emmanuel Nsan 

49. The health policy in which the Federal government embarked on at solving financial 

problem confronting the health sector care in Nigeria was the establishment of the 

(a)NAFDAC (b)NHIS (c)HMOs (d)NADPHCA 

50. The health need of the people at the grassroots are to be addressed at the 

(a)primary health care centre (b)public health centre (c)teaching hospital (d)a & b 

51. In which year was the National Health Policy based on Primary Health Care adopted 

in Nigeria (a)1982 (b)1986 (c)1987 (d)1989 

52. Who established the National Primary Health Care Development Agency (NADPHCA) 

as a vehicle for developing and supervising the primary health care which 

subsequently made the government to established two hundred model health care 

all over the country (a)Admiral Patric Koshoni (b)Prof Olikoye Ransome Kuti (c)Dr 

Emmanuel Nsan (d)Prof A. O Lucas 

53. In which year did Lagos state government set up the state board of traditional 

medicine (a)1980 (b)1981 (c)1982 (d)1983 

54. The first time practical approach was executed in terms of traditional medicine was 

in ---------- when the FMOH organised a National seminar on traditional medicine 

(a)1975 (b)1976 (b)1978 (d)1979 

55. HFA means (a)health financial association (b)health for all (c)health financing 

associate (d)health for Africans 
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56. Reinvigorating the Nigeria’s attempt to integrate Traditional medicine with Western 

medicine was the declaration of (a)HFA in 1978 (b)HMOs in 1976 (c)Alma – Ata in 

1978 (d)Almata in 1987 

57. Upon the establishment of BHSS, the federal ministry of health on fact – findings to 

examine the system of traditional medicine sent a delegation to (a)Indonesia and 

China in 1974 (b)India and China in 1977 (b)Korea and China in 1978 (d)China and 

Japan in 1977 

58. In which year did the federal government and the Lagos state government co – 

sponsored a conference at the department of chemistry, university of Lagos which 

was an international conference on traditional medical therapies (a)1974 (b)1973 

(c)1984 (d)1987 

59. The first attempt on experimental projects towards establishing linkages between 

traditional medicine and western type was made in (a)1975 at the university of Lagos 

(b)1978 at the university of Ilorin (b)1968 at the Obafemi Awolowo university 

(d)1966 at the university of Ibadan 

60. In which year did the World Health Organisation endorsed and approved the 

acceptability of the Western and Traditional medicine (a)1972 (b)1974 (c)1976 

(d)1978  

61. The concept of interest rate has gone through all these stages except (a)resurgence 

of the call to zero interest rate in the 21st century (b)wide condemnation in the 17th 

century (c)primitive stage (d)restrictive permission in the 18th century 

62. For 

NIB to fully realize its potentials and impact more on the economy, all these have to 

be attended to except (a)well structured regulatory framework on the NIB (b)the 

capital market may be rearranged to allow the NIBs to seek for long term and 

medium term funds (c)non – interest bond should be allowed in order to facilitate 

further financial intermediation (d)Islamic bond 

63. Challenges facing NIB in Nigeria include all these except (a)dearth of specialists 

(b)competition with other conventional banks (c)standardization of accounting 

procedures (d)scriptural references 

64. Which of these concepts advocate for change of attitudes and behaviours in the 

coverage and framing of conflicts/war and peace which are adopted to serve as 

reference point for Nigerian journalists and other stakeholders (a)Galtung’s concept 

(b)Wehr’s concepts (b)a & b (d)all of the above 

65. Things to consider when covering conflicts are all these except (a)knowing who is 

who (b)understanding the stage of conflict first (c)understanding what is going on 

(d)what can be done to de – escalate conflict 

66. According to Foster (1984) the most frequently used measurements of poverty are 

all these except (a)the head count poverty index given by the percentage of the 

population that live in the household with a consumption per capita less than the 

poverty line  (b)poverty gap index which reflects the depth of poverty by taking into 
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account how far the average poor person’s income is from the poverty line (c)the 

level of literate (d)the distributional sensitive measure of squared poverty gap as 

defined as the mean of the squared proportionate poverty gap which reflects the 

severity of poverty 

67. The products of microfinance institution includes all these except (a)interest on 

loans (b)small loans (c)saving plans (d)insurance 

68. Microfinance are classified into (a)formal (b)informal (c)semi- formal (d)a, b & c 

69. Services provided by public and private banks, insurance firms and finance 

companies which are subject to CBN and NDICRS (Nigeria Deposit Insurance 

Corporation Regulations and Supervisions includes (a)formal microfinance (b)semi – 

microfinance (c)informal microfinance (d)public microfinance services 

70. ----------- are institutions that provides a wide range of financial services and products 

such as savings, loans and insurance (a)informal microfinance (b)credit unions 

(c)Lumbung Kredit Pedesaan (d)semi – formal microfinance 

71. The three types of Rotating Savings and Credit Associations (ROSCAs) are all these 

except (a)common ROSCAs (b)commission ROSCAs (c)immediate ROSCAs 

(d)promotional ROSCAs 

72. A cashless economy is simply at its prime when all means of payment are carried out 

without the use of (a)money (b)physical cash (c)ATM (d)Point of Sales Terminal 

73.  Peace and conflict studies is variously known as all these except (a)peace and world 

order studies (b)peace and strategies studies (c)justice and reconciliation studies 

(d)peace and security studies 

74. As a means of prevention, ------------ drugs are not a cure and are accessible only to a 

privilege minority of the world’s population (a)antiretroviral (b)Zidovudine 

(c)hepatoxity (d)salmonella spp  

75. What are expected of the HIV/AIDS management team include all these except 

(a)clear advice on how to reduce the risk of HIV/AIDS transmission must be provided 

and future sexual practices discussed (b)information must be available to allow 

people to make inform choices about child bearing (c)general health promotion 

advice on smoking, alcohol and diet (d)managing the affairs of those infected 

76. The aims of management of HIV infections are to all these excluding (a)maintain 

physical and mental health (b)manage the victims (c)avoid transmission of virus 

(d)provide appropriate palliative support for the affected 

77. Is there cure for HIV infection (a)yes (b)maybe (c)no (d)probably  

78. Most people infected with HIV live with (a)chronic pain (b)red eyes (c)red body (d)all 

of the above 

79. In Nigeria, the HIV prevalence among ages --------- have been on decrease since ------- 

(a)15&49, 2006 (b)15&49, 2007 (c)20&44, 2005 (d)20&44, 2007 

80. In 2008, the prevalence of HIV decrease to (a)3.9% (b)3.7% (c)3.1% (d)3.6% 
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81. Most, if not all, of the --------- people in Sub – Saharan Africa who are living with 

HIV/AIDS will have died by the year ---------- (a)47million, 2030 (b)30million, 2020 

(c)25million, 2020 (d)40million, 2025 

82. How many people are infected with HIV disease in Africa (a)over 150million 

(b)between 70 – 80million (c)180million (d)55million 

83. In later symptoms of HIV, the first signs include all these except (a)large lymph nodes 

(b)frequent fever and sweats (c)short term memory loss (d)mouth odour 

84. The most obvious effect In HIV infection is a decline in the number of (a)CD4+ cells 

(b)CD4Positive T cell (c)CXCR4 (d)a & b 

85. More persistent and severe HIV symptoms may not appear for (a)25years (b)10years 

(c)50years (d)till death 

86. Between 1975 and 1980 0nly ---------- units out of ---------- housing units were 

provided (a)25,500, 200,200 (b)28,500, 202,200 (c)23,700, 320,200 (d)2,110, 120,000 

87. Space standards in housing include (a)minimum lots size (b)number of buildings per 

unit area (c)number of person per room or number of person per acre (d)number of 

rooms for certain people 

88. Being healthy means having a physiological balance of freedom from mentally 

defined diseased and disability is to (a)a layman (b)the medical practitioner (c)wider 

perspective (d)World Health Organisation 

89. The deficit as percentage share of aggregate federal government spending worsened 

to about -------- and ----------- in2009 and 2010 (a)24.36%, 23.66% (b)23.46%, 26.36% 

(c)29.71%, 28.5% (d)47%, 47. 5% 

90. ----------- is concerned with efficient and effective use of public funds for the 

achievement of the core objectives of governance (a)corporate governance (b)fiscal 

federalism (c)public procurement (d)public expenditure management 

91. These are aspect of human physical appearance with social significance except 

(a)money (b)dress patterns (c)adornments (d)clothing 

92. Folkways is a term first used by (a)Canon Law (b)Jeremy Bentham (c)William Graham 

Summer (d)Adams Smith 

93. --------- are those norms that specify expected behaviour in everyday situation 

(a)folktales (b)folkways (c)conventions (d)customs 

94. What are the engine room that drives the development of the required manpower 

for all sector of a nation (a)lecturers (b)teachers (c)parents (d)all of the above 

95. Challenges facing teachers in Nigeria include all these except (a)low morale (b)lack of 

professionalism (c)lack of career advancement (d)lack of subject curriculum 

96. The compulsory free Universal Basic Education (UBE) was passed into law in (a)2001 

(b)2002 (c)2003 (d)2004 

97. Despite a significant increase in net enrolment rates in recent years, it is estimated 

that about --------- children of primary school age are still not in school (a)4.7million 

(b)6.8million (c)7.4million (d)6.4million 
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98. Nigeria’s Human Development Index (HDI) value for the year 2011 was put at 0.459 

positioning the country at -------- out of 187 countries of the world (a)142 (b)146 

(c)156 (d)152  

99. Who is the person that determines the quality of a nation’s education (a)minister of 

education (b)educational officials (c)teachers (d)lecturers 

100. Teaching is traditionally associated with all these except (a)reading 

(b)arithmetic (c)reasoning (d)writing 

           ANSWERS TO SECTION THREE OF GNS212 STUDY QUESTIONS 

1.C 2.A 3.D 4.B 5.B 6.A 7.C 8.C 9.B 10.A 11.B 12.A 13.C 14.C 15.D 16.D 17.D 

18.A 19.B 20.B 21.D 22.B 23.C 24.C 25.A 26.D 27.A 28.A 29.D 30.B 31.D 

32.C 33.A 34.C 35.C 36.A 37.B 38.B 39.A 40.A 41.D 42.D 43.B 44.C 45.B 

46.D 47.C 48.C 49.B 50.A 51C 52.B 53.A 54.D. 55.B 56.C 57.B 58.B 59.D 60.C 

61.C 62.D 63.D 64.A 65.A 66.C 67.A 68.D 69.A 70.B 71.C 72.B 73.B 

74.A75.D 76.B 77.C 78.A 79.A 80.C 81.C82.A 83.D 84.D 85.B 86.B 87.D 88.B 

89.B 90.D 91.A 92.C 93.B 94.B 95.D 96.D 97.A 98.C 99.C 100.C 

 

                      SECTION FOUR OF GNS212 STUDY QUESTION 

1. -------- is an essential part of education (a)teaching (b)learning (c)orientation 

(d)research 

2. If anybody feels or thinks that ---------- is expensive, that person should try ignorance 

(a)teaching (b)education (c)knowledge (d)all of the above 

3. ADR spectrum consist of a range of options employable for non – violent 

management of conflict which include all these except (a)bribery (b)negotiation 

(c)facilitation (d)arbitration 

4. Alternative Dispute Resolution (ADR) is viewed by (a)Wehr (b)Lucas (c)Best 

(d)Roseda 

5. One major features of conflict resolution activities is that one needs to  (a)bribe 

(b)sacrifice (c)protest (d)bargain 

6. When a conflict arises between people, with a person, an organisation or between 

two organisation ----------- is called for in order to achieve a sustainable peace 

(a)conflict resolution (b)arbitration (c)negotiation (b)adjudication 

7. What is the inevitably path to violence (a)war (b)injustice (c)conflict (d)a, b & c 

8. Violence is relatively a (a)one – sided phenomenon (b)two – sided phenomena 

(c)unlimited – sided phenomenon (d)restricted sided phenomenon 

9. Violence can be all these except (a)mental (b)physical (c)structural (d)psychological 
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10. What is exerted for the purpose of injury, damaging of property and abusing of 

people (a)conflict (b)war (c)killing (d)violence 

11. One unique feature that singles out negative conflict is its association with (a)war 

(b)violence (c)conflict (d)all of the above 

12. If conflict promotes or produces negative results, physical harms, death and social 

injustice, it is said to be (a)constructive (b)war (c)destructive (d)all of the above 

13. Professionally, the concept of conflict is (a)negative (b)positive (c)a &b (d)a, b & c 

14. ---------- is the incompatibility of goals, needs, interest and position of parties 

(a)violence (b)conflict (c)war (d)injustice 

15. Who opined that conflict can be illustrated in terms of how issues arising from a 

variety of competitive social relationships are defined and framed (a)Galtung 

(b)Jeong (c)Albert (d)Miller 

16. All these are concept of conflict except (a)the struggle over values and claims to 

scare status, power and resources (b)confrontation between one or more parties  of 

aspiring towards incompatible or competitive means or ends (c)tensions surrounding 

decisions on various choices (d)the presence of war 

17. Conflict was derived from the Latin word (a)confligere (b)conflicere (c)conflictere 

(d)conflecere 

18. --------- peace is when peace is attained through the use of force (a)negative 

(b)positive (c)arbitration (d)a & b 

19. Peace is generally conceived as the absence of (a)war or physical violence (b)conflict 

(c)a & b (d)all of the above 

20. Management of HIV infected pregnant woman requires close collaboration between 

all these team except (a)obstetrics (b)psychologist (c)medical (d)paediatrics  

21. The management of humans infected with HIV is best done via a multi disciplinary 

team approach consisting of all these except (a)mentalists (b)microbiologists 

(c)dieticians (d)psychologists 

22. The rise in morbidity of HIV has three immediate effect which include all these 

except (a)reduction in labour productivity (b)reduction in natural endowments 

(c)reduction in savings (d)increase in health care spending 

23. Evidences has shown that in areas with high prevalence of HIV, there is the 

tendency/assumption that each HIV/AIDS case directly influences the lives of -------- 

other individuals (a)2 (b)3 (c)4 (d)5 

24. The possibility of understanding HIV as a chronic controllable condition came with 

the advent of (a)Highly active antivetroviral therapy (HAART) (b)Zidovudine 

(c)mycobacterium (d)all of the above 

25. All these include causative agent of infections associated with AIDS except 

(a)salmonella spp (b)cytomegalovirus (c)zidovudine (d)herpes simplex virus 

26. In later symptons of HIV the first sign of infection are large lymph nodes or swollen 

glands that may be enlarged for more than (a)1 week (b)3 weeks (c)1 month (d)3 

months 
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27. The progressive and severe depletion of --------- helper lymphocytes has profound 

repercussions for the function of the immune system (a)CD4 (b)CCR5 (c)CXCR4 

(d)RNA 

28. One of these is not a chemokine co – receptors (a)CD4 (b)CXCR4 (c)CCR5 (d)b & c 

29. HIV belongs to the ---------- group of the ----------- family (a)retrovirus, lentivirus 

(b)lentivirus, retrovirus (c)ribonucleic acid virus, retrovirus (d)DNA, lentivirus 

30. The interaction between ---------- and HIV surface glycoprotein together with ---------- 

is responsible for HIV entry into cells (a)CD4, chemokine co – receptors (b)CD4, CCR5 

and CXCR4 (c)a & b (d)all of the above 

31. The cause of HIV/AIDS can be approached from --------- point of view (a)sciences 

(b)social sciences (c)psychological (d)a & b 

32. What is the cause of Acquired Immune Deficiency Syndrome (a)Human 

Immunodeficiency Virus (b)Sex (b)cancer of the chest (d)all of the above 

33. One of these cities is not a unit of high occupancy rate (a)Lagos (b)Ogun (c)Enugu 

(d)Warri 

34. ----------- and  ----------- are having negative impact on health of Nigerians (a)poverty 

and education level (b)poverty and bad economy (c)education level and bad 

economy (d)all of the above 

35. All these include objectives of NHIS except (a)to ensure the availability of funds to 

health sector for improve services (b)to protect families from the financial hardship 

of huge medical bills (c)to ensure equitable distribution of health care cost among 

different income groups (d)to discourage the wealthy people of seeking medical 

treatment abroad 

36. Services such as orthopaedic eye, psychiatric, maternity and paediatric cases which 

are addressed in the teaching hospital are at which level of health care (a)primary 

(b)secondary (c)tertiary (d)worldwide 

37. In which year did the federal government embarked upon a readjustment on the 

existing health policy in Nigeria (a)1982 (b)1983 (c)1984 (d)1985 

38. The state board of the traditional medicine that was set up in Lagos in 1980 was 

saddled with the responsibility of all these of the traditional medicine  except 

(a)accreditation (b)orientation (c)registration (d)attestation 

39. Basic Health Social Scheme (BHSS) was a health policy programme established in -----

--- that community health should be sponsored (a)1975 (b)1966 (c)1967 (d)1976 

40. The colonial government in Nigeria spread and expansion on western medicine 

services were only available to --------of Nigerian population, leaving about ------- of 

the population to the care of traditional medicines (a)25 – 30%, 70 – 75% (b)20 – 

30%, 70 – 80% (c)30 – 35%, 65 – 70% (d)15 – 25%, 75 – 85% 

41. ---------- refers to the various rules, regulations and guidelines made by the 

government to operate, finance and shape health care delivery (a)BHSS (c)NHIS 

(c)health care policy (d)all of the above 
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42. Rivers classified worldviews of health and disease into all these except (a)magical 

(b)natural (c)religious (d)philosophical 

43. The ---------- perceive disease as scientific processes of cause – effect relations of 

natural phenomenon (a)religionist (b)naturalists (c)environmentalist (d)magicians 

44. The ---------- worldview beliefs that supernatural forces cause diseases (a)naturalists 

(b)religious (c)magical (d)scientific 

45. Health could be restored in the magical  world through (a)magician (b)sorcerer 

(c)warriors (d)all of the above 

46. The dichotomous mode of explanation of disease or health are all these except 

(a)the natural and super natural (b)modern and traditional (c)scientific and religious 

(d)philosophical and psychological 

47. Determinant of health are ingrained in the ----------- context in which diseases and 

health are perceived (a)physical (b)socio – cultural (c)psychological (d)medical 

48. Who defines health as a state of complete physical, mental and social well being and 

not merely the absence of diseases and infirmity (a)UNESCO (b)UNICEF (c)WHO 

(d)UN 

49. In a wider perspective, health is basically a ---------- concept (a)physical (b)social 

(c)economical (d)medical 

50. The special and restricted tendering method in public procurement involves the 

following process except (a)direct procurement (b)two stages tendering 

(c)emergency procurement (d)certificate of no objection 

51. After the selection of the winning bid, the procuring entity shall obtain approval 

from the bureau referred to as ---------- for award of contract (a)certificate of no 

objection (b)certificate of winning (c)certificate of bidder (d)certificate of request 

52.     To implement procurement plans, the procuring units would advertise in all these 

except one of these to solicit for bids from qualified contractors, suppliers or 

consultants (a)news (b)national and other international newspapers (c)official 

websites of the procuring entity (d)the bureau and the procuring journal 

53. The contractors are ---------- and representative of the civil societies watch as ---------- 

of the bidding forces (a)bidders, observers (b)builders, watchers (c)agents, executors 

(d)all of the above 

54. The functions of the National Council On Procurement as specified in the Act are all 

these except (a)to consider, approve and amend the monetary and prior review 

thresholds for the application of the provisions of the act procuring entities (b)to 

consider and approve policies on public procurement (c)to approve the 

appointments directors of the bureau (d)to advertise and solicit for bids from 

qualified contractors, suppliers or consultants, evaluate receive tenders and make 

selection in adherence to the guidelines provided by the Bureau and Act 

55. A new public procurement regulation was enacted in (a)2003 (b)2005 (c)2007 

(d)2009 
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56. The procuring units serves as the agent of the citizens/tax payers/government and 

the --------- is the agent of the procuring entity (a)solicitors (b)bidders (c)contractors 

(d)marketers 

57. The ----------- are more informed than the electorate about the market prices, quality 

and quantity of goods and services while the ----------- is better informed about the 

market conditions than the procuring units (a)contractors, procuring entities 

(b)procuring entities, contractors (c)marketers, procuring entities (d)marketers, 

contractors 

58. What describes the sanctions and penalties for contravening any provision of the 

regulations by the officers of the procurement entities, the contractors and any 

other party (a)public procurement act (b)public procurement regulations (c)a & b 

(d)all of the above 

59. One of the appalling consequences of high level of corruption in the country beyond 

sustainable level is all these except (a)public expenditure (b)fiscal deficit (c)interest 

(d)a & b 

60. The annual surveys of the corruption perception index (CPI) indicated that Nigeria 

was the most corrupt among the countries surveyed by the organisation in all these 

except (a)1998 (b)1996 (c)1997 (d)2000 

61. Nigeria was the second most corrupt country in all these years except (a)2000 

(b)2001 (c)2002 (d)2003 

62. Challenges of doing business in Nigeria are all these except (a)inadequate security 

(b)lack of governmental support (c)illiteracy (d)inconsistent government policies 

63. For any business to be successful in Nigeria, all the following must be observed 

except (a)increase sales through aggressive promotional activities (b)reduction in 

operating expenses (c) good management practices (d)huge capital to start business 

64. One of the most serious operational problems of business organizations is lack 

(a)education (b)effective and formal planning (c)good governance (d)all of the above 

65. In order to remain competitive in business environment one must be able to move 

with the (a)time technologically (b)government (c)foreign market (d)all of the above 

66.  Political business environment factors include all these areas except (a)tax policy 

(b)labour law (c)trade restrictions (d)governmental trade 

67. A good business environment entails all these excluding (a)regulatory services 

(b)efficient public infrastructure (c)wealthy customers (d)institutional systems 

68. Providing an enabling business ----------- was what Abraham Lincoln had in mind 

when he stated that the essence of government is to do for the people what they 

cannot individually do for themselves. (a)environment (b)boundaries (c)restrictions 

(d)law 

69. The business environment is essential to all these except (a)attainment of 

Millennium Development Goals (b)discredit of fiscal deficit (c)vision 2020 (d)poverty 

reduction 
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70. The business environment which influence business behaviour include all these 

except (a)customers (b)competitors (c)social and cultural factors (d)capital  

71.  The share of agriculture in federal government’s annual budget ranges between ----- 

and ------ percent from 2000 and 2007 (a)2.4%, 9.5% (b)5.4% 12.5% (c)1.3%, 7.4% 

(d)1.8%, 8.6% 

72. Programmes of agriculture initiated by the democratic government of president 

Olusegun Obasanjo include all these except (a)Operation Feed the Nation 

(b)National Agricultural Development Fund (c)Commodity Marketing and 

Development Companies (d)National Special Programme on Food Security 

73. Food insecure individuals may manifest feeling of all these except (a)alienation 

(b)powerlessness (c)godliness (d)stress 

74. When was there a faster growth of world food production than of birth population 

and effective demand (a)during the second world war (b)following the second world 

war (c)before the second world war (d)immediately after the first world war 

75. Food insecurity is a --------- phenomenon (a)global (b)national (c)Africa (d)traditional 

76. Food insecurity may occur at all these levels except (a)regional (b)household 

(c)national (d)tertiary 

77. Food insecurity may be all these except (a)chronic (b)governmental (c)seasonal 

(d)temporary 

78. One of these may not solve the problem of food insecurity (a)domestic production of 

most food commodities (b)food aid or relief during war (c)the use of irrigation in 

farming activities that permits farming all the year round (d)consistent and coherent 

agricultural policy 

79. When there is inadequate provision of health care but adequate food supply the 

household or the individuals in the household may still  (a)be unhealthy (b)lack 

nutrition (c)be food insecure (d)be hungry 

80. The major three aspects to food insecurity are these except (a)food exporting 

(b)food inadequacy (c)food inaccessibility (d)food unavailability 

81. -------- addresses the demand for food (a)food access (b)food demand (c)food supply 

(d)food production 

82. When supply of food is not sufficient in the right quality, quantity and variety there is 

food (a)insecurity (b)unavailability (c)a & b (d)all of the above 

83.  When subsidy lowers the price consumers pay for fuel, what happens (a)corruption 

in the oil sector (b)scarcity of fuel (c)NLC strikes (d)increases consumption bundles 

84. Removal of subsidy will all these except (a)increase price (b)reduce consumption 

(c)reduce welfare (d)reduce exportation of fuel 

85. Nigeria arrived at the controversial fuel subsidy as a result of (a)complementing 

domestic supply of fuel with imported fuel (b)corruption in the oil sector (c)bad 

governance (d)inflation of fuel 

86.  If subsidy removal is implemented alongside with liberalization, who will suffer? 

(a)cabal (b)consumers (c)cabal and consumers  (d)cabal and government 
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87. When cabal rent disappears and subsidy is removed, the consumers pay (a)higher 

prices (b)lower prices (c)a or b (d)all of the above 

88. If subsidy is removed without liberalizing the market, who will suffer? (a)cabal 

(b)consumers (c)government (d)oil market 

89. If the market is liberalized by increasing number of licenses without removing of 

subsidy, output will (a)increase from market to cabal (b)increase from cabal to 

market (c)decrease from market to cabal (d)none of the above 

90. The difference between the market and cabal price of fuel is -------- that goes to the -

--------- (a)shortage, cabal (b)gains, market (c)shortage, market (d)gains, cabal 

91. All these benefit from subsidy except (a)market (b)masses (c)cabal (d)b & c 

92. Who among these do subsidy benefit most (a)masses (b)cabal (c)government 

(d)market 

93. Nigerians have been made to understand that there is an/a -------- that has the 

monopoly of importing fuel  into the country (a)importer (b)cabal (c)marketer 

(d)person 

94. Subsidy is a burden on (a)marketer (b)government (c)masses (d)cabal 

95. Following Prof. David West interview, Nigeria did not start with subsidy but subsidy 

started when there was an/a (a)shortage of domestic supply of fuel (b)corruption 

(c)more population against budgeting (d)shortage in other natural resources 

96. Subsidy can also be viewed as (a)negative tax (b)positive tax (c)tariff (d)VAT 

97. IEA means (b)International Electrical Agency (b)Importing Electrical Agency 

(c)International Energy Agency (d)Importing Energy Association 

98. In the case of production subsidy, a subsidized input becomes relatively (a)expensive 

(b)scarce (c)a & b (d)cheaper 

99. Specifically on energy subsidy, all these are major forms of energy subsidies that IEA 

identified except (a)grants and credits to producers or consumers of energy 

(b)market price support (c)production subsidy (d)different tax rates on different fuel 

100. Prominent among eight MDGs are all these except (a)promotion of gender 

equality (b)women empowerment (c)men empowerment (d)a &  b 

                    ANSWERS TO GNS212 STUDY QUESTIONS SECTION FOUR 

1.A 2.B 3.A 4.C 5.B 6.A 7.C 8.A 9.A 10.D 11.B 12.C 13.D 14.B 15.B 16.D 17.A 

18.A 19.A 20.B 21.A 22.B 23.C 24.A 25.C 26.D 27.A 28.A 29.B 30.D 31.D 32.A 

33.B 34.B 35.D 36.C 37.C 38.B 39.A 40.A 41.C 42.D 43.B 44.B 45.B 46.D 47.B 

48.C 49.B 50.D 51.A 52.A 53.A 54.D 55.C 56.C 57.B 58.B 59.C 60.A 61.A 62.C 

63.D 64.B 65.A 66.D 67.C 68.A 69.B 70.D 71.C 72.A 73.C 74.B 75.A 76.D 77.B 

78.B 79.C 80.A 81.A 82.D 83.D 84.D 85.A 86.C 87.A 88.B 89.B 90.D 91.A 92.B 

93.B 94.B 95.A 96.A 97.C 98.D 99.C 100.A 
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                          SECTION FIVE OF GNS212 STUDY QUESTIONS 

1. Which of these is prominent among the eight Millennium Development Goals 

(a)promotion of gender equality and women empowerment (b)women 

empowerment and men empowerment (c)men empowerment and gender equality 

(d)all of the above 

2. All these concept are value landed except (a)higher education (b)development 

(c)gender (d)women empowerment 

3. The term co – operative is derived from the Latin word (a) co – operari (b)co – 

operete (c)co – operele (d)co – operatere  

4. ---------- serves as a reminder of the differences as well as the similarities of various 

types of expenses and income (a)sources and application funds (b)assets account 

(c)conventional balance sheet  (d)all of the above 

5. All these are more vulnerable to the impacts of ailments except (a)fathers 

(b)mothers (c)children (d)elders 

6. Healthcare in Nigeria is complex and must be understood with all these context 

except (a)religious (b)cultural (c)social (d)political 

7. Most community health indices in the country have been either (a)static or moving 

(b)static or deteriorating (c)improving or deteriorating (d)a & b 

8. The Nigeria government increased the health sector budget by ----------- of the total 

national budget in 1985 as an expression of the government’s political will to 

support primary health care at that time (a)10% (b)7% (c)15% (d)5% 

9. In 2000, the World Health Organisation ranked Nigeria’s overall health system 

performance ---------- poorest compared to its 191 member states (a)15th  (b)10th 

(c)4th (d)2nd 

10. Healthcare provision in Nigeria is under the responsibility of all these except 

(a)private healthcare providers (b)federal government (c)local government (d)World 

Health Organisation 

11. The word euthanasia is derived from the Greek word (a)eut and hanatie (b)eu and 

thaenatie (c)eut and thanatee (d)eu and thanatos  

12. Cooperative leaders must do all these except (a)follow due process of the law and 

prepare critical financial analysis before accepting fund on commercial basis from 

outside (b)ensure that each source matches corresponding application of fund 

(c)must make sure they have the largest share in the society (d)a & b 

13. In all cases, borrowing from non – members, such as banks and supplier is a good 

strategy only when the returns from such borrowing are (a)larger than the cost of 

borrowing (b)smaller than the cost of borrowing (c)equal the cost of borrowing (d)a 

& c 

14. Which of these has the lowest risk and safest form of funding in a cooperative 

society (a)borrowing from bank (b)cooperative societies reserve fund and members’ 

capital (c)loans and grants from outsider (d)b & c 
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15. What is expressed by a percentage ratio which gives an indication of the amount risk 

involved in borrowing funds (a)balance sheet (b)trial balance (c)financial leverage 

(d)a & c 

16. Gearing is also known as (a)trial balance (b)balance sheet (c)financial leverage (d)all 

of the above 

17. The highest interest rate that cooperative charge is about --------- per annum while 

the cheapest loan from outside attracts interest of ---------- per annum (a)15%, 25% 

(b)10%, 26% (c)5%, 25% (d)10% 25% 

18. --------- are in form of returns on investment arising from business operations of the 

cooperative society, remunerations paid by other cooperative organisations for the 

services rendered and interest generated from fixed deposits (a)fines (b)interests 

(c)returns (d)levy 

19. Direct funds comprise all these except (a)returns (b)services fees (c)individual 

member deposit (d)loans from bank 

20. Combination matching is also called (a)exact matching (b)horizon matching 

(c)vertical matching (d)zig – zag matching 

21. --------- are the funds generated from members of the cooperative society (a)direct 

grants (b)direct funds (c)cooperative business surplus (d)all of the above 

22. Cash flow accounting is also called (a)dedicating portfolio (b)vertical matching 

(c)balance account (d)efficient accounting 

23. According to Carson (1943), the concept of sources and application of funds is a 

statement of the outgrowth of what was termed (a)buy and sell (b)cost and value 

(c)where got and where gone (d)a & b 

24. One of these is not related to the three major categories of diseases which are 

common in the overall burden of diseases in Nigeria (a)diseases and illness related to 

under – nutrition (b)infection spread via home excrement and water (c)poverty 

(d)air – borne infections 

25. The --------- is by far the highest contributor to the burden of disease in Nigeria 

(a)educational sector (b)environment (c)social life (d)food 

26. Healthcare delivery in Nigeria is as diverse as all these except (a)social (b)cultural 

(c)religious (d)political 

27. Healthcare delivery in Nigeria is directed by many approaches which include all these 

except (a)tertiary healthcare (b)primary healthcare (c)medical pluralism (d)holistic 

care 

28. The National development that was  reckoned to be the first health plan to attempt 

to pay a comprehensive attention to the healthcare delivery system was (a)fourth 

National development plan 1980 – 1985 (b)third National plan 1975 – 1980 

(c)second National Plan 1970 – 1975 (d)first National development plan 1965 -1970 

29. Who among these people died as a result of the unclear nature of their countries law 

on euthanasia and assisted suicide (a)Teri Shaw of the USA 2005 (b)Markton Right of 

Germany 2007 (c)Eluana Englaro of Italy 2010 (d)a & c 
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30. All these are argument against euthanasia except (a)sanctity of life (b)it act as an 

insurance (c)the love for on another (d)it will lead to slippery slope  

31. All these are argument in favour of euthanasia except (a)quality of life (b)it act as an 

insurance (c)reduction in health cost (d)the role of medical doctor and health care 

provider 

32. When the death of a patient is as a result of the effect of the drugs administered on 

him or her by a doctor or healthcare provider, then it is most appropriate to refer to 

such as (a)direct euthanasia (b)indirect euthanasia (c)voluntary euthanasia (d)non – 

voluntary euthanasia  

33. ---------- euthanasia can be said to have taken place when in the conclusion of the 

executioner, it is in the best interest of the patient that he or she is euthanized. In 

the scenario, neither the patient nor his or her family is involved in the decision 

making (a)voluntary (b)involuntary (c)direct (d)indirect 

34. When a person is assisted, either through guidance or means to take his or her own 

life that process is called (a)assisted suicide (b)guidance suicide (c)help suicide 

(d)counsel suicide 

35. The former minister of health of the Dutch government in 2004 when the concept of 

euthanasia was legalised was (a)Maria Josliv (b)Crest Van Slyvester (c)Van Boony 

(d)Els Borst 

36. The context of contemporary debates about legalizing euthanasia are the drive to 

reduce (a)government expenditure (b)healthcare cost  (c)handicapped (d)a, b & c 

37. The view that euthanasia will change the role of doctors from savers to butchers was 

viewed by (a)Luke Gormally (b)Malthusian (c)Darwin (d)Eugenics theory 

38. Euthanasia and assisted suicide in the ancient Greek and Romans were employed as 

a means of (a)cleansing the unworthy old people from the society (b)terminating ill 

person (c)cleansing themselves from shame (d)all of the above 

39. The real cause of the agitation for the legalization of euthanasia and assisted suicide 

is traceable to the development of all these theories except (a)Malthusian’s theory 

of population (b)Darwin’s theory of evolution (c)theory of eugenics (d)theory of 

revolution 

40.  The --------- relates the amount of externally borrowed capital to the total capital 

employed by the cooperative society (a)credit ratio (b)debit ratio (c)loan ratio 

(d)gearing ratio  

41. External funding of cooperative may be provided in all these ways except (a)grant 

(b)a short term loan (c)trade credit offer by a supplier (d)returns 

42. ---------- is withdrawn only when a member leaves the cooperative (a)returns 

(b)grants (c)individual member deposits (d)b & c 

43. --------- are the fees charged by the cooperative society and paid to the centre purse 

of the cooperative organisation (a)services fees (b)loans (c)levy (d)fines 

44. Fund for the operation and improvement of the cooperative business can come from 

three main sources which exclude (a)direct fund from members and returns 
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(b)cooperative business surpluses (c)fund from government (d)loan/grants from 

outsiders 

45. -------- matching is a bond portfolio management strategy that involves finding the 

lowest cost of portfolio generating cash in – flows which exactly equals the cash out 

– flows that are being formed (a)combination (b)exact (c)marginal (d)flow 

46. What shows the total sources of new funds raised between two balance sheet dates 

and the total uses of such funds in the same period (a)balance sheet (b)trial balance 

(c)fund flow statement (d)fund flow table 

47. The type of co –operative society that buy good directly from the producers and 

manufacturers and eliminate the middlemen in the process of distribution is 

(a)consumers’ cooperative society (b)producers’ cooperative society (c)cooperative 

marketing society (d)buyers’ cooperative society  

48. One of these is not a type of cooperative society in Nigeria (a)housing cooperative 

societies (b)multipurpose cooperative societies (c)cooperative thrift and credit 

societies (d)civil cooperative societies 

49. All these is about cooperative society except (a)voluntary association of persons who 

work together to promote their economic interest (b)it work on the principle of self 

help as well as mutual help (c)people join cooperative to earn profit (d)people come 

forward together as group, pool their resources and utilise them in the best possible 

manner and derive some common benefit out of it 

50. Increases in assets and decreases in equities shows the disposition of (a)resources 

(b)where gone (c)expenditures or debits (d)all of the above 

51. Source(s) of resources indicate(s) (a)receipts (b)where got (c)credits (d)all of the 

above 

52. The ---------- serve s as a reminder of the differences as well as the similarities of 

various types of expenses and income (a)cost (b)value (d)sources and application of 

funds (d)all of the above  

53. What provides an answer  to the question of cost and value in the asset account 

(a)sources and application funds (b)trial balance (c)balance sheet (d)all of the above 

54. State government manages (a)federal medical centres (b)general hospital 

(c)universities teaching hospital (d)b & c 

55. The healthcare delivery system in Nigeria is a reflection of her ----------- profile 

(a)social (b)cultural (c)a & b (d)all of the above 

56. ---------- suggests a slight revision of the form and content of the conventional 

balance sheet (a)sources and application of funds (b)resources and sources (c)capital 

and sources (d)all of the above 

57. All these includes activities that may have direct or indirect implications on health 

status of the population except (a)increasing population (b)illiteracy (c)industrial 

development (d)global markets 

58. The ----------- habitat refers to the natural environmental components of topography, 

water, plants, animals climatic conditions as well as urban and residential landscapes 
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in which people live, work or carry out their recreation (a)vertex (b)apex (c)zenith 

(d)all of the above 

59. In the triangle of human ecology formalised by Meade and Earicksen in their work, in 

this triangle, all these comprise the three vertices with a person’s state of health 

except (a)behaviour (b)habitat (c)population (d)government 

60. Disease and illness characteristics vary from one part of the world to another, indeed 

variations also exist even within countries (a)false (b)perhaps (c)true (d)likely 

61. Which of these regions has been the most affected by HIV/AIDS due to the poverty 

file (a)sub –Saharan Africa (b)West Africa (c)North Africa (d)all of the above 

62. Where in the world is malaria endemic (a)Europe (b)Asia (c)tropical Africa (d)Nigeria 

63. All these are overall dangers to health except (a)substance abuse (b)eating and 

drinking habits (c)personal lifestyles (d)hygienic environment 

64.Perhaps the only certain thing is that there is a consensus that the relationships 

between environment and health are all these except (a)simple (b)complex (c)non – 

linear (d)dynamic 

65.Health systems also change as human society develops all these except 

(a)technologies (b)idea (c)behaviours (d)education 

66.The basic constraints in the basic needs of the third world include all these except 

(a)budget (b)disease profile (c)population size (d)knowledge 

67.The development of learning ---------- and ---------- led to a recent massification of 

higher education throughout Africa (a)humanities, knowledge (b)sciences, 

knowledge (c)ethics, sciences (d)economies, knowledge 

68.What is the very basis concept of the psychology and sociology of inequality 

(a)psychological (b)sociological (c)group differences (d)all of the above 

69.The broad approaches given to concept of gender equality versus inequality versus 

equity are (a)relativism and absolutism (b)social and religious (c)psychology and 

physiology (d)all of the above 

70.---------- view the two sexes as totally different and the social roles attached to them 

must be distinctive and mutually exclusive (a)determinist (b)non- determinist 

(c)religionist (d)traditionalist 

71.What is the name of a former senator of the federal republic of Nigeria, who decried 

on the ages of a national newspaper the unbearable sexual harassment he and his 

colleague in the upper house are experiencing from their female admirer (a)Bala 

Muhammad (b)Smart Adeyemi (c)Bola Tinubu (d)Lai Muhammad 

72.As a form of sexist politics, feminism has come a long way from its humble beginning 

in the work of ----------- titled ‘’vindication of the right of women’’ (a)Mary slessor 

1928 (b)Mary Wollstone craft 1792 (c)Elizabeth the first 1886 (d)Elizabeth Weller 

1910 

73.The university of Ilorin is located in the ancient city of Ilorin, about ---------kilo 

meter(s) from Abuja (a)1 (b)1500 (c)500 (d)1000 
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74.The university of Ilorin is one of the ------- federal universities in Nigeria (a)42 (b)38 

(c)45 (d)24 

75.The university of Ilorin was among the 7 federal universities known as the (a)1st  

generation universities (b)2nd  generation universities (c)3rd generation universities 

(d)4th generation universities 

76.When was your university established (a)October 1972 (b)September 1974 

(c)October 1975 (d)September 1976 

77.The university of Ilorin took off from -------- faculty(ies) and --------- foundation 

students (a)4, 174 (b)3, 220 (c)3, 200 (d)4, 250 

78.Presently, university of Ilorin has a college of health sciences, a post graduate school 

and --------- faculties (a)10 (b)11 (c)12 (d)13 

79.As at May 2012, the university of Ilorin had a total student population of ---------- and 

a workforce of ----------- (a)32,248, 2,893 (b)29,040, 2,893 (c)32, 142, 2,326 (d)22, 

173, 1,938 

80.The concern of government and international community about gender equity in 

education among both student and staff is being addressed through (a)mapping of 

the demographic terrain (b)mapping of gender equality (c)mapping of gender equity 

(d)all of the above 

81.There is no connection whatsoever between our sexes and what functions we can 

perform in society was posited by the (a)non determinist (b)determinist 

(c)traditionalist (d)religionist 

82.---------- is responsible for the dehumanization of women in certain traditional 

African societies (a)western culture (b)non determinism (c)determinism (d)a & b 

83.Between 2000 and 2007 enrolment and graduation at the first degree level had 

generally increased for females from 31.5% to (a)33.7% (b)34% (c)35.2% (d)36% 

84.In 2006/2007, female enrolment of post graduate students in the faculty of 

Engineering and Technology dwindled from 17.1% to -------- while in the college of 

Health science, it rose astronomically from 0% to ------- (a)2%, 38.5% (b)1.3%, 34% 

(c)0%, 42% (d)0.5%, 41.5% 

85.The essence of implementing dress code on campus has been tied to all these except 

(a)health and safety of student (b)good grade (c)promotion of educational process 

(d)control of gang or cult related activities 

86.All these intimidate students except (a)baggy pants (b)bandanas (c)shirt and jacket 

(d)dinner gown 

87.It is not only the fashion marvels who have expressed strong feelings about clothing. 

All these also enter the debate except (a)government (b)school administrators 

(c)students (d)parents 

88.Tight clothing, transparent or shinning fabrics with high heels are attributed to 

(a)rebellions (b)sexual maturity (c)prostitutes (d)all of the above 
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89.Casuals, sporting clothing and logo, body revealing cut, trainers or sneakers are 

attributed to (a)sport (b)rebellion (c)human kinetics (d)health 

90.Human beings wear clothes or adorn themselves to signify all these except (a)gender 

(b)sexual display (c)religious affiliation (d)sincerity of purpose 

91. --------- is an unconventional and social pattern that people embrace briefly but 

enthusiastically (a)crazes (b)fads (c)bob tubes (d)mono straps 

92.---------- refer to manners in dress, architecture or house decor (a)fashions (b)fads 

(c)clothing (d)designs 

93.The decision of the ---------- determine which of hundred of fashion designs actually 

get displayed on retail stores’ racks (a)fashioners (b)designers (c)tailors 

(d)gatekeepers 

94.--------- define the rightness and wrongness of an act (a)senses (b)hearts (c)mores 

(d)a & b 

95.---------- emerged when a society through experience finds a particular act to be 

either harmful or beneficial to the society (a)cultures (b)conventions (c)norms (d)b & 

c 

96.Since clothing is cultural and socialisation entails cultural transmission, what is 

considered an acceptable dress or clothing pattern are guided by all these except 

(a)norms (b)folkways (c)mores (d)culture 

97.---------- is listed as one of the essentials or basic needs of man apart from food and 

shelter (a)clothing (b)dressing (c)fashioning (d)designing 

98.One of the reasons why some good teachers are leaving the profession of teaching 

to other industries is (a)inability to teach (b)lack of experience (c)poor remuneration 

(d)all of the above 

99.If teaching is to be a true profession with a focus on quality, teachers need to have 

their own standards of (a)living (b)professional practices (c)self interest (d)a, b & c 

100. Teachers generally are supposed to have all these attributes except (a)proper 

leadership qualities (b)first class or second class upper (c)knowledge (d)skills 

        ANSWERS TO SECTION FIVE OF GNS212 STUDY QUESTIONS 

1.A 2.D 3.A 4.A 5.A 6.A 7.B 8.D 9.C 10.D 11.D 12.D 13.B 14.B 15.C 16.C 17.B 

18.C 19.D 20.B 21.B 22.A 23.C 24.C 25.B 26.C 27.A 28.B 29.D 30.B 31.A 32.B 

33.B 34.A 35.D 36.B 37.A 38.C 39.D 40.D 41.D 42.C 43.A 44.C 45.B 46.C 

47.A 48.A 49.C 50.D 51.D 52.D 53.A 54.B 55.D 56.A 57.B 58.D 59.D 60.C 

61.A 62.C 63.D 64.A 65.D 66.D 67.D 68.D 69.A 70.A 71.B 72.B 73.C 74.A 

75.B 76.C 77.C 78.C 79.B 80.A 81.A 82.B 83.D 84.C 85.B 86.C 87.A 88.B 89.D 

90.D 91.B 92.A 93.D 94.C 95.C 96.D 97.A 98.C 99.B 100.B 
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                        SECTION SIX OF GNS212 STUDY QUESTIONS 

1. When did the university of Ilorin hosted the West Africa Universities Games 

(WAUG) (a)January/February 2012 (b)February /March 2012 (c)March/April 2012 

(d)February 2012 

2. One of these decide which of a huge number of proposed cultural innovation will 

end up getting wide exposure through traditional distribution channels 

(a)gatekeepers (b)fashioners (c)designers (d)tailors 

3. What represents the government’s strategy to fight illiteracy and extend basic 

education opportunities to all children in the country (a)UNICEF (b)UNESCO 

(c)UBE (d)all of the above 

4. It was observed that ---------- of Nigerian children aged 6 – 11 do not attend 

primary school (a)40% (b)30% (c)50% (d)60% 

5. Nigeria’s life expectancy at birth increased by 6.4years and expected years of 

schooling increased by (a)7.5 (b)6.0 (c)2.2 (d)4.7 

6. ---------is the only means of developing the natural potentials of an individual 

(a)knowledge (b)education (c)common sense (d)all of the above 

7. To achieve a hidden potential that is untapped, there must be a (a)parent 

(b)lecturer (c)adviser (d)teacher 

8. A ---------- is a large community of people sharing common history, culture and 

language living in a particular territory under one government (a)country 

(b)nation (c)state (d)region  

9. All forms of education are derived from (a)teaching (b)lecturing (c)researching 

(d)all of the above 

10. The management of human infected with HIV is best done via a multi disciplinary 

team approach which include all these except (a)clinicians (b)haematologists 

(c)counsellors (d)chancellors 

11. HIV/AIDS can affect both individual and invariably the economy as a whole 

(a)true (b)perhaps (c)false (d)probably 

12. The ----------- gives human bodies the ability to fight infections (a)blood system 

(b)respiratory system (c)immune system (d)digestive system 

13. All these countries are among the sub – Saharan Africa except (a)Nigeria 

(b)Botswana (c)South Africa (d)Lesotho 

14. Decree No 40 of ---------- of the rules and regulations of the Federal Housing 

Authority of Nigeria states that a premise is desired to be overcrowded when 

more than two are allowed to sleep in a room (a)1966 (b)1976 (c)1991 (d)1973 

15. The business environment includes all these except (a)competitors (b)customers 

(c)government regulatory services (d)none of the above 

16. Consumption subsidy can either be all these except (a)slums subsidy (b)ad 

valorem subsidy (c)quantity subsidy (d)lum –sum subsidy 
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17. ---------- is a physical card that uniquely identifies the holder and can be used for 

financial transactions on the internet, ATM, POS to authorise payment to the 

merchant (a)debit card (b)credit card (c)electronic card (d)all of the above 

18. --------- is greatly facilitated by internet banking and is mostly used to effect 

payment (a)ATM (b)credit card (c)E – commerce (d)none of the above 

19. The central bank of Nigeria microfinance scheme called the AGRICULTURAL 

Credit Guarantee Scheme (AGGS) came into existence in (a)1964 (b)1977 (c)1985 

(d)1993 

20. People’s bank was established by the decree (a)41 of 1993 (b)45 of 1990 (c)26 of 

1998 (d)32 0f 1996 

21. The yet abated Jos conflict is linked to the plateau (a)Military service (b)radio – 

television service (c)governorship election (d)all of the above 

22. ---------- is a sale and lease – back of asset generally for long term financing 

(a)sukuk (b)musharaka (c)mudharabah (d)ijara 

23. One of these is not a scriptural references that talk about usury (a)psalm 16:23-

25 (b)Quran 30:39 (c)Luke 6:34-35 (d)Deuteronomy 23:19-23 

24.  One of these is not an effect of interest (a)it strangulates innovation (b)it 

worsens debt profile (c)it worsens unemployment (d)it makes the poor richer 

and the richer static or poorer 

25. After conflict emergence, what next? (a)stalemate (b)de - escalation (c)dispute 

settlement (d)conflict escalation 

                 ANSWERS TO SECTION SIX OF GNS212 STUDY QUESTIONS 

1.C 2.A 3.C 4.A 5.C 6.B 7.D 8.B 9.A 10.D 11.A 12.C 13.A 14.D 15.D 16.A 17.C 

18.C 19.B 20.B 21.B 22.D 23.A 24.D 25.D 

 

  وما توفيقى إالً باهلل عليه توكلت وإليه أنيب                    

‘’AND MY SUCCESS (IN MY TASK) CAN ONLY COME FROM 

GOD. AND TO HIM I LOOK.’’ 

        BEST OF LUCK..................... 

Note: answer to question number 73 of section 2 should be (A) but in the gns212 textbook it is (B) 
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